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PART-A (10x2=20Marks)

L. State the uses of agile developmentprocess.

2. Write five frame work activities of PSP.

3. Give the advantages and disadvantages of elicitation techniques.

4. List out the stages in ACDM.

5. Write the procedure for Tracking the project schedule or plan.

6. Mention the advantages of COCOMO II.

7. Identifu the potential benefrts of naming convention.

8. Defrne Fagan inspection.

9. Draw the diagram for abstraction level of processes.

10. State several key roles identified by six sigma for its successful implementation.

PART-B (Ex1B=6EMarks)

11. a) i) Explain the various phases of Unified Process. (Z)

ii) Explain Spiral model and win-win spiral model in detail. (6)

(oR) 
nuuw'recentquestirn 

prpcr'coltl

b) Define iterative model. Discuss about inception phase and its artifacts. (13)
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L2. a) i) Explain requirements documentation and specification using ACDM. (7)

ii) Define requirement traceability. Explain its purpose and types of traceability

-2-

matrices.

uw$I . reccntqucstlon 
papGt' ccfil

(oR)

b) Perform QAW analysis for the following scenario. A conference management

site which allows authors to subrnit papers, program chairs to assign reviewers

and. d.o the final paper selection based on reviews and reviewers to enter the

review. (13)

13. a) i) Define planning poker. Discuss in detail about its process and its benefrts.

ii) Discuss wideband Delphi and earned value method.

(oR)

b) Analyze the situation, suppose an organization plans to use COCOMO for effort

estimation, but it wants to use only three cost drivers - product complexity,

programmer capability and development schedule. In this situation, from the

initiat estimate, by how much can the fi.nal estimate vary ? (13)

14. a) Discuss different attributes of software quality. If for an accounting Software,

we are most interested in ensuring that the software does not make any

computation mistakes, then which of the quality attributes should we be most

concerned about ? Justifi/.

rsfi{.reccntquestiln 
pePcf 'GeIIl' 

(13)

b) i) what is meant by peer review ? Explain its relevance briefly.

ii) Defi.ne testing. List its types and discuss.

15. a) Explain in detail about process definition using ETV)(

(oR)

b) i) List and explain the steps for process baselining.

ii) Explain CMMI model framework in detail.

(7)

(6)

(6)

(13)

(oR)

(7)

(6)

(7)

(6)
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PART - C

16. a) Design a project and choose process model of your choice which should satisfy
with three stages in each, but with unequal duration. Suppose the requirement
specification stage takes 2 weeks with a team of 2 people, the build stage takes
3 weeks with a team of 4 people and deployment takes 1 week with a team of
2 people. Design the process for this project that maximizes resourc" rt'lization.
Assume that each resource can do any task. (Hint : Exploit the fact that the
sum of durations of the first and the third stage is equal to the duration of the
second stage.)

(oR) s,'r$'rcccntqucstl'n 
pilGr'coq (15)

b) Case study :

Which of the development process models would you employ for the following
projects ? Justify.

a) A simple data processing project.

b) A data entry system for ofEce staff who have never used computers before.

The user interface and user-friendliness are extremely important.

c) A spreadsheet system that has some basic features and many other desirable

features that use these basic features.

d) A web-based system for a new business where requirements are changing
fast and where an in-house development team is available for all aspects of
the project.

e) A web-site for an on-line store which has a long list of desired features it
wants to add and it wants a new release with new features to be done very
frequently. (15),\


